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The conjecture that limited basis diatomics-in-molecules type potentials may serve as an accurate
representation of many-body interactions is explored through molecular dynamics simulations of
ArnHF ~n51–12,62!. The important ingredient in the constructed potentials is the inclusion of ionic
configurations of HF. Once the admixture between ionic and covalent configurations is calibrated by
reference to anab initio surface of the ArHF dimer, a single three-body potential energy surface is
defined, and used in subsequent simulations of larger clusters. The vibrational frequencies of HF,
which are computed from velocity–velocity autocorrelation functions, quantitatively reproduce the
cluster size dependent redshifts. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01814-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulations represent indispensable tools for exploring
energetics and dynamics in condensed media, systems in
which many-body interactions dominate. Perhaps the most
compelling justification for the significant body of work on
clusters and cryogenic matrices of rare gases is that they
provide model systems in which many-body phenomena in-
duced by nonbonded interactions can be investigated system-
atically. The most prevalent approach taken to date in simu-
lations of such model systems has been classical molecular
dynamics, relying on single surface, pairwise additive
potentials.1–3This approach has proven to be adequate where
qualitative effects are explored. However, quantitative treat-
ments, even in systems as simple as a neat van der Waals
crystal, invariably require the input of many-body
interactions.1 The same fact underscores the difficulty in
quantitative predictions of perturbations, and in particular of
vibrational frequency shifts of impurities isolated in rare gas
matrices.4–10The situation is more severe in the case of open
shell fragments, which is a requisite ingredient in systems of
chemical significance. Here, even the qualitative picture is
compromised when strictly additive potentials are used.11–13

Clearly, explicit consideration of potentials does not arise
where the full Schrodinger equation, including electronic de-
grees of freedom, is solved along with the calculations of the
nuclear dynamics. While such methods have been introduced
and implemented in some cases, even with projected ad-
vances in computer technologies they are likely to remain of
limited applicability.14 Exploration of approaches intermedi-
ate between these two extremes, is of obvious value. The
framework of diatomics-in-molecules~DIM !, which we ex-
plore in the present work, provides one such approach.15,16

The DIM method allows the systematic construction of
potential energy manifolds based on input from diatomic
fragments, which for most systems can be determined with a
high level of accuracy.15,16Once the computationally~or ex-
perimentally! intensive task of determining diatomic elec-
tronic potentials is completed, the many-body electronic

problem is reduced to matrix diagonalization. Given that the
basis set is limited, the procedure can be carried out effi-
ciently, and can therefore be incorporated in dynamical cal-
culations. Due to the facts that the method obviates the need
for global surfaces and yields sufficiently accurate energetics
of electronic manifolds, the DIM approach remains attractive
in gas phase reactive scattering calculations.17 The same con-
siderations apply in many-body dynamics, and the frame-
work has already been utilized in this context. The method
has been particularly useful in treating ionic systems, such as
rare gas cluster ions,18 and ionic surfaces arising from impu-
rity charge transfer states in rare gas solids, including charge
delocalization effects.19 The latter parallels experience in
smaller ionic systems, such as alkali hydoxides, in which a
proper admixture between ionic and neutral states was
shown to be necessary to predict structural properties.20 Al-
though limited to only neutral states, the DIM framework
was used in the first treatment of photodissociation dynamics
in rare gas solids that incorporated nonadiabatic effects.21

The treatments of energetics and dynamics of open shell at-
oms in rare gas solids in which nonadditive potentials are
used, are in effect DIM treatments with highly limited
bases.11–13,22Finally, the DIM method has been applied to
extended states, by calculating the band structure of rare gas
solids.23

We describe a DIM-based procedure for calculations of
vibrational shifts of HF in argon clusters. Our aim is to
evaluate the ability of the method to handle many-body con-
tributions in a quantitative manner. Through extensive ex-
perimentation and theoretical analysis, HF–Ar complexes
are among the most thoroughly characterized. Based on high
resolution spectra, Hutson constructed an empirical vibration
dependent anisotropic intermolecular potential for Ar–HF,
the so-called H6~4,3,2! potential.24 The surface could repro-
duce and predict experimental spectra to within 0.1 cm21.
Given the accuracy of this potential, and the accurately
known Ar–Ar potential,25 by analyzing spectra of Ar2HF,
Ernesti and Hutson were able to extract contributions due to
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nonadditivity.26 The largest such effect was identified as aris-
ing from the interaction of the molecular dipole with the
exchange quadrupole of Ar2.

26 Notwithstanding this consid-
eration, using the H6~4,3,2! potential, Bacicet al. calculated
spectral shifts in ArnHF ~n51–14! under the assumption of
additivity.27 They obtained nonmonotonic redshifts of the
molecular vibrational frequency, first by classical
calculations27~a! and later by five-dimensional quantum
calculations.27~b!,27~c! The results were in good agreement
with extant experimental data on clusters,28 which include
clusters up to Ar4–HF,

28~d! and HF isolated in solid Ar.8,29

They also showed that upon completion of the first solvation
shell the computed spectral shift coincided with that ob-
served in Ar matrices. The success of the simulated redshifts
is in great part due to the H6~4,3,2! potential which incorpo-
rates the effect that upon vibrational excitation of HF from
v50 to v51, the HF–Ar attraction increases.24 Since the
HF–Ar potential depends on the H–F distance, this surface
should be regarded as a three-body potential. Tao and Klem-
perer performed accurateab initio calculations of the same
surface, by resorting to complete fourth order perturbation
theory ~MP4! and using basis sets containing bond
functions.30 The resulting potential energy surface, to which
we refer to as TK herein, was in excellent agreement with
that of Hutson.

The thorough knowledge of the Ar–HF potential energy
surface, and the fact that a primitive pairwise additive atom–
atom potential cannot reproduce matrix-induced vibrational
redshifts,7,10 render this system uniquely suitable for devel-
oping nonempirical constructs for many-body nonbonded in-
teractions. Clearly, the unmatched accuracy of the empirical
Hutson potential with its 22 adjustable parameters is not
sought. But rather an approximate, yet quantitative, surface
of a clear theoretical basis is sought. Further, to be useful in
dynamics calculations of large systems, we hope that a rela-
tively simple surface can be constructed. The DIM approach
critically depends on the choice of the set of polyatomic
basis functions, i.e., on the choice of the model. To reproduce
the required features of the HF–Ar potential energy surface,
it is clear that both ionic and neutral surfaces of HF should
be included. We note that the ground state of HF is partly
ionic—population analyses lead to electronic structures of
the type H10.5F20.5—and therefore contains a significant ad-
mixture of the excited state ion-pair character. This admix-
ture will depend on bond length, and should therefore be
expected to play the major role in describing the vibrational
dependence of interactions. Our strategy is therefore to retain
a minimal such basis set, for simplicity, and to use a calibra-
tion from theab initio surfaces, to maintain accuracy.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In
Sec. II we succinctly describe the method and the basis func-
tions to be used. In Sec. III we describe the diatomic frag-
ment energetics. The DIM surfaces are then adjusted, as de-
scribed in Sec. IV, to yield an analytical three-body function
suitable for the simulations. The simulation results are de-
scribed in Sec. V, followed by the concluding remarks in Sec.
VI.

II. DIATOMICS-IN-MOLECULES MODEL FOR THE
Ar–H–F POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

In the DIM method, the energies for theN-atomic sys-
tem are obtained by diagonalization of the full Hamiltonian
matrix H in the basis of polyatomic basis functions~PBF’s!
Fi . According to the central assumption of the method, the
electrons may be assigned to definite nuclei, and the mol-
ecule is then treated as consisting of atoms or ionsa,b,c, ... .
The functions,Fi , are linear combinations of antisymme-
trized products of wave functions of selected atomic states,
such that the resulting molecular states have correct spin and
space symmetries. The full Hamiltonian is written as the sum
of diatomic and atomic terms

H5(
a

(
b.a

H~ab!2~N22!(
a

H~a!. ~1!

Each fragment matrixH(a) or H(ab) is expressed via energies
of the corresponding atomic (a) or diatomic (ab) fragments,
and the functionsFi are transformed so that the PBFs de-
scribe definite states of a given pair of atoms as well as the
states of the whole system. The transformation depends on
the particular fragment and on the molecular geometry. Thus
with an ab fragment, the original basisF is related to the
new basisFab by

Fab5Ra
abRb

abTabF. ~2!

Here,Ra
ab andRb

ab are the rotation matrices that transform
the atomic functions to define the orbital momentum projec-
tion along theab direction, andTab is the matrix for trans-
formation to the spin-coupling scheme that defines the spin
state of the diatomicab.

Within the neglect-of-overlap approximation, which is
generally accepted in this theory, the fragment Hamiltonian
matrix is expressed as

H~ab!5~Tab!* ~Rb
ab!* ~Ra

ab!*Bab
21VabBabRa

abRb
abTab ,

~3!

whereBab is the matrix that transforms the diatomic Hamil-
tonian, in the absence of all other atoms, to the diagonal form
Vab . Unitary in neglecting the overlap, the matrixBab has
nonzero off-diagonal elements only when the corresponding
PBFs describe pair states of the same symmetry, while other
atomic functions are nonorthogonal.

For the Ar–H–Fground state of the1A8 symmetry, we
assume a limited set of PBFs which are given in Table I. The
notation is consistent with the arrangement illustrated in Fig.
1—with the F atom located at the origin, the H atom lying on
the z axis, and withc representing the angle between F–H
and F–Ar directions~c50 when Ar is on thez axis!.

TABLE I. Composition of the polyatomic basis functions,Fi , in terms of
atomic states.

i Ar H/H1 F/F2

1 1S 2S 2Px

2 1S 2S 2Pz

3 1S 1S 1S
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With the above choice of coordinates, the fragment
Hamiltonian matrices are given as

H~ArH!5V~ArH!,

H~ArF!5~RF
HF!*V~ArF!RF

HF,

H~HF!5BHF
21V~HF!BHF,

~4!
H~Ar!5V~Ar!,

H~F!5V~F!,

H~H!5V~H!,

where allV matrices are diagonal, containing energies of the
diatomic and atomic states

i i 11 22 33

V i i ( )

V i i ~ArH! 2S~ArH! 2S~ArH! 1S~ArH1!

V i i (ArF)
2P~ArF! 2S~ArF! 1S~ArHF2!

V i i ~HF! 1P~HF! 1S~HF! 1S(H1F2) . ~5!
V i i ~Ar!

1S~Ar! 1S~Ar! 1S~Ar!

V i i ~F! 2P~F! 2P~F! 1S~F2!

V i i ~H! 2S~H! 2S~H! 1S~H1!

The rotation matrixRF
HF is now defined as

RF
HF5F cos~c!

2sin~c!

0

sin~c!

cos~c!

0

0
0
1
G . ~6!

The matrixBHF is responsible for mixing the diatomic states
of 1S symmetry of HF which arise from the H~2S!1F~2P!
and H1~1S!1F2~1S! dissociation limits. With the neglect of
overlap,BHF may be expressed as

BHF5F 10
0

0
cos~b!

2sin~b!

0
sin~b!

cos~b!
G ~7!

in which the mixing parameterb depends on the H–F dis-
tance. For a given spatial configuration of the atoms, ener-
gies of the triatomic system, Ar–H–F arecomputed as the
lowest eigenvalues of the 333 matrix

H5H~ArH!1H~ArF!1H~HF!2H~Ar!2H~F!2H~H!. ~8!

III. FRAGMENT ENERGIES

All energies are referenced to the origin corresponding
to the dissociation limit Ar~1S!1H~2S!1F~2P!. Based on the
ionization potential of H and electron affinity of F, the dis-
sociation limit of the ionic state, H11F2 is estimated as
0.373 30 hartree.31 The required diatomic states, which we
consider below, are those listed in Eq.~5!. For the present
application, HF energies restricted to the vicinity of the equi-
librium distanceRe~HF!50.9169 Å is needed. We consider
the region between 0.85 and 1.1 Å, which approximately
corresponds to vibrational excitations of HF up tov52. A
broader range of the potential curves for the ArH and ArF
diatomic fragments is needed. Of particular importance are
the regions 2–3 Å for the ArH/ArH1 fragment, and 3–4 Å
for the ArF/ArF2 fragment. The reliability of surfaces is
therefore tested in this range of configurations.

(1) HF (X1S).A polynomial fit to the RKR data given in
Ref. 32 was performed, and the dissociation energy,De , was
taken from Ref. 33. The resulting function is given as~ener-
gies in hartrees, and distances in Å!

V~R!50.311 027x220.395 204x310.341 791x4

20.258 919x510.126 56x62De , ~9!

wherex5R20.9169 andDe50.2249.
(2) HF(1P). To create a potential curve for this repulsive

state, ab initio calculations were carried out using the
GAMESSpackage.34 The configuration interaction~CI! proce-
dure was applied with single and double excitations for the
valence triple zeta basis set, augmented with twod-type
functions on F and twop functions on H,@TZV1(2d,2p)#.
In the range of internuclear distances of interest, 0.85 Å,R
,1.1 Å, the potential energy is well represented by the fit

V~R!50.028 4110.170 73

3exp~2~R20.876 1!/0.353 94!. ~10!

(3) H1F2(1S). Energies of this ion-pair state were com-
puted as second roots of the configuration interaction Hamil-
tonian matrix ofS symmetry. Such computations are impor-
tant for obtaining not only energies but also the mixing
parameter,b(R). The CI procedure with single, double, and
triple excitations within the TZV1(2d,2p) orbital space was
used. The potential curve referring to the second CI root
corresponds to a bound state of a clear ionic character at long
internuclear distances. Its minimum lies close to 2 Å, in ac-
cord with experimental estimates.33 As measured from the
H~2S!1F~2P! limit, the computed points in the region 0.85
Å,R,1.1 Å are well represented by the function

V~R!50.203 2310.284 73

3exp~2~R20.686 63!/0.231 91!. ~11!

Ab initio values of the mixing parameter between ionic
and covalent surfaces,b(R) were generated by simulating a
valence bond type wave function.35 To this end, for each HF
internuclear distance canonical molecular orbitals calculated
with the TZV1(2d,2p) basis set were transformed to natural
atomic orbitals,36 which were subsequently used in the mul-

FIG. 1. Coordinate system used in the construction of the DIM matrices.
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ticonfigurational expansion of the fully optimized reaction
space~FORS! ~or, equivalently, the complete active space!.
When two localized orbitals which mimic the fluorine2P and
hydrogen1S orbitals are included in FORS for occupation by
two electrons~all other orbitals kept doubly occupied! the
relative weights of purely ionic and purely covalent contri-
butions can be deduced, yielding an estimate of the mixing
parameterb(R). In the chosen region of HF distances,
b;45° and nearly independent ofR.

(4) ArH(2S). Effective potentials for the Ar–H interac-
tion, commonly approximated by the Lennard-Jones form,
have been widely used. However, since the range 2 Å,R,3
Å is crucial in the present application, and since this corre-
sponds to the least reliably known repulsive wall of the po-
tential, newab initio calculations were carried out. The en-
ergies of ArH~2S! were computed by configuration
interaction ~CID! and perturbation theory~MP2! methods,
using the recently developed effective core potential for Ar
and the [4s4p3d1 f ] basis set.37 For hydrogen, the TZV
1(2d,2p) basis set was used. For distances 2 Å,R~ArH!,4
Å, the computed potential curve can be fitted with a single
exponential

V~R!520.2 exp~23.414R!. ~12!

(5) ArH1(1S). This potential curve has been previously
studied by variousab initio methods,38~a!–38~d! focusing
mainly on the the region near the potential minimum, near
Re51.28 Å. A proper breakdown of the ionic interactions in
terms of induction and dispersion contributions is necessary
for constructing the many-body surfaces, in this case the at-
tractive wall in the range 2 Å,R,3 Å being the most im-
portant. For this purpose, the Morse parameterization given
in Ref. 38~a! is not adequate, since it does not guarantee
correct asymptotic behavior. Therefore, we recalculated the
energies of this state using the same approaches as in the
case of ArH.33 We obtained reasonable estimates for the
ArH1 molecular parameters~Re51.282 Å,we52593 cm21!
which are consistent with both known experimental data38~e!

~Re51.280 A, we52710 cm21!, and prior theoretical
results.38~a!–38~d! Ignoring the region around the potential
minimum, in the range 2 Å,R~ArH!,5 Å, the computed
potential is well fit by the function

V~R!5211.3017 exp~22.548R!20.4346/R4 ~13!

in which the experimental polarizability of Ar, 11.1 a.u., has
been used for the charge induced dipole term~the c4 term!.

(6) ArF (2S) and ArF (2P). The potential curves for
these states have been extracted from experimental, atomic
scattering, data.39 We use the parametrizations cited in Ref.
39~a!.

(7) ArF2(1S). The results of combinedab initio calcula-
tions and semiempirical estimates for this potential have
been described by Ahlrichset al.40 The analytical form given
by them has a clear interpretation in terms of the electrostatic
moments. We use it here in the form given therein.

IV. THE DIM POTENTIAL FOR ArHF

The DIM energies for the ground state of Ar–H–Fwere
adjusted by comparison to theab initio TK surface,30 which,
as mentioned earlier, is quite consistent with the empirical
Hutson potential.24 We discuss the comparisons using the
coordinate system illustrated in Fig. 2; whereR is the dis-
tance from Ar to the center of mass of HF,r is the H–F
distance,u is the angle betweenR and r directions. This
coincides with the coordinate system used in the prior
studies.24,30

The computed potential energy surface, without any ad-
justment parameters, qualitatively reproduces the features of
the TK surface. In particular, it predicts the proper global
minimum and the sign of the vibrational shift upon cluster-
ing, i.e., as the bond length of HF is increased, the attraction
between Ar and HF is increased. However, the computed
interaction energies fail badly. For instance, at the linear
equilibrium geometry,u50, R53.5 Å, r50.9169 Å, the
computed DIM interaction energy is 2000 cm21 while the

FIG. 2. Coordinate system used for description of the ArHF potential energy
surface.

TABLE II. Angle dependences~see Fig. 2! of characteristic parameters of the ArHF potential: Positions,Rm ~in
Å!, and depths,Vm ~in cm21!, of the potential well and the energy differencesVm(u50)2Vm(u) obtained in
the present work, in the MP4 calculations of Tao and Klemperer~Ref. 30! and in the spectroscopic parametri-
zation of Hutson~Ref. 24!.

Method

Rm~u! Vm~u! Vm(0)2Vm(u)

0 90 180 0 90 180 90 180

Present 3.53 3.48 3.27 218 87 122 131 96
Ref. 30 3.47 3.555 3.43 202 73 90 130 113
Ref. 24 3.434 3.496 3.375 220 83 108 137 113
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expected value is 200 cm21. This disagreement can be attrib-
uted to the overestimate of the binding in the ionic surface by
the pairwise treatment of ArH1 and ArF2 potentials, which
we correct below by adding a three-body term; and due to
the overestimate of theab initiomixing coefficient,b, which
in turn is probably the result of the limited basis set used.
Upon adjustingb to reproduce the potential energy mini-
mum, a nearly quantitative agreement with the TK surface
results.

In the limited range of relevance to calculations of spec-
tral shifts, upon numerical and analytical analysis of the DIM
surfaces, a further simplification is realized. Namely, the
Ar–H–F surface can be generated by an analytic formula
~with anglec defined in Fig. 1!

V~ArHF!5V~HF,S!1@V~ArF,S!cos2~c!

1V~ArF,P!sin2~c!1V~ArH!#cos2~b!

1@V~ArF2!1V~ArH1!#sin2~b!. ~14!

This formula may be derived by expanding the true DIM
expressions for the lowest energy surface near leading terms
at particular geometries~c50, c5p, or c5p/2!. Compari-
son of the numbers obtained by Eq.~14! with those gener-
ated by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, Eq.~8!, showed
that the energies differed by no more than 20 cm21.

The expression of Eq.~14! is quite transparent. By defi-
nition, b is responsible for mixing neutral and ionic states in
this system. In the absence of mixing, whenb is set to 0 in
Eq. ~14!, the pairwise approximation for the triatomic poten-
tial energy is obtained. If, further, the anisotropy of the Ar–F
potential were to be neglected by assuming an effective
Ar–F potential ~e.g., as given in Ref. 5!, then the simple
pairwise approximation is retrieved

V~ArHF!5V~HF!1V~ArF!1V~ArH!. ~15!

We note, once more, that Eq.~15! cannot predict the ob-
served vibrational redshifts. ForbÞ0 in Eq. ~14!, mixing
between ionic and covalent surfaces occurs, leading to the
correct topology of the three-body surface.

While application of an analytic formula, instead of
solving the original DIM secular equation, introduces a fur-
ther approximation; given its simplicity and computation
economy, we use it in the calculations of spectral shifts. To
this end, the DIM surface of Eq.~14! was further refined by
adjustingb(r ) using the TK surface as reference, and the
observed vibrational shift of HF as the target. Noting that the
attrative potentials of the ionic interactions, ArH1 and ArF2

are dominated by nonadditive induction terms, with the lead-
ing term being thec4/R4 charge-induced-dipole term, we
separate this term into a three-body contribution in the ionic
Ar–H1F2 surface41

Vion5
a~Ar!cosw

RArH
2 RArF

2 , ~16!

FIG. 3. HF vibrational shifts of ArnHF as a function ofn: ~s! experimental
data of Ref. 28, the last point is from the matrix shift from Ref. 8;~d!
present results;~m! theory with classical treatment of vibrations, Ref. 27~a!;
~n! theory with quantum treatment of vibrations, Ref. 27~c!.

FIG. 4. The minimum energy structures for ArnHF. Only structures,
n55,7,8,11, which differ from those found in Ref. 27 are shown.

TABLE III. HF frequency shifts in ArnHF clusters as a function of cluster
sizen.

n

Dn ~cm21!

Experiment
Ref. 28 Present

Theory
Ref. 27~a! Ref. 27~c!

1 29.654 210 219 210
2 214.827 220 223 216
3 219.260 230 229 221
4 219.697 230 228 222
5 234 229 222
6 232 229 225
7 233 230 226
8 234 230 226
9 236 235 237
10 237 236 239
11 237 240 240
12 238 245 243
62 240

Matrixa 241

aFrom Ref. 8.
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wherea~Ar! is the polarizability of Ar, andf is the angle
between the vectorsRArH andRArF . Finally, with a choice of
the mixing parameter in the form

b~r !520.315r ~17!

in which b given in degrees, andr is in Å, a surface in
reasonable agreement with both the TK as well as the Hutson
surface results. A comparison of some of the characteristic
points of the surface is presented in Table II~which may be
compared to Table VII of the TK paper30!. Within the param-
eter range used in our adjustment, a better fit to the reference
surfaces could be obtained.

However, that could only be achieved by sacrificing the
accuracy of the predicted spectral shifts. The latter we had
chosen as a more crucial criterion to satisfy.

V. VIBRATIONAL SHIFTS IN AR( n )HF CLUSTERS

With the above construct of the Ar–H–Fpotential, clas-
sical molecular dynamics calculations for the ArnHF clusters
~n50,1–12,62! were performed. The Aziz–Chen potential
parameters were used to describe the Ar–Ar interactions.25

The potential for ArnHF was computed according to

V~n!5(
i
V@Ar iHF~Ri ,u i ,r !#1(

i, j
V@Ar iAr j~Ri j !#,

~18!

where indicesi and j run over Ar atoms,Ri is the distance
from Ari to the HF center of mass, andui is the angle be-
tweenRi and the HF bond. In effect, contributions from each
triangle Ar–H–F iscomputed with the DIM-based potential
of Eq. ~14!. The steepest descent method was used to locate
stationary points on respective potential energy surfaces. Af-
ter geometry relaxation leading to minimum energy configu-
rations, the systems were allowed to evolve at temperatures
close to zero. The equations of motion were integrated using
the Gear algorithm with a time step of 5310216 s. After
equilibration, trajectories consisting of 104 steps were propa-
gated to generate the velocity–velocity autocorrelations.

The HF vibrational frequencies, computed from the
power spectrum of the velocity–velocity autocorrelation
functions, are collected in Table III and illustrated in Fig. 3.
The nonmonotonic shifts generally track those of Basic
et al.,27 which are based on the empirical Hutson potential.24

The calculated shifts in the present show a reasonable agree-
ment with the existing experimental data,28~d! along with the
saturation effect which corresponds to the vibrational shift
observed in Ar matrices.8,29 In the case of ArnHF ~n52,3,4!
the agreement of our results with experiment is poorer. This
is can be traced to the approximation made by the classical
dynamics used in the present calculation of frequencies, as
opposed to the potential surface. Indeed, it is the multidimen-
sional quantum treatment of vibrations by Bacicet al.27~c!

that produced nearly exact agreement with experiment, while
their earlier calculations of the shifts,27~a! produced results
that are nearly identical to the present~see comparisons in
Table III!.

The lowest energy cluster geometries found in our work
generally agree with those presented in Ref. 27~a!. The pic-
tures for clusters Ar(n)HF with n51,2,3,4,6,9,12 seem to be
the same as those shown there. For clusters withn55,7,8,11,
our procedure yielded different lowest energy configurations.
The new structures for these clusters are illustrated in Fig. 4.
In all cases we have detected the configurations pictured for
these clusters in Ref. 27~a!, however, in our calculations their
energies are higher~by 10–35 cm21! than for the structures
shown in Fig. 4.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have constructed a diatomics-in-molecules type po-
tential energy surface for the Ar–HF dimer, with a minimal
basis set that includes ionic and covalent states of HF. The
primitive surface, without any adjustments, has the proper
topology: It predicts a redshift for the HF vibration upon
clustering with Ar. With adjustments of pair potential param-
eters within acceptable bounds, and upon calibrating the
mixing parameter between ionic and neutral states, the sur-
face is capable of reproducing the main features of theab
initio potential energy surface of Tao and Klemperer,30 and
the empirical potential of Hutson.24 Without further adjust-
ments, the vibrational redshift of HF in ArnHF ~n51–12! is
reproduced, in agreement with calculations based on the em-
pirical surfaces.27 Thus the present results reinforce those
already established in regards the solvation of HF in Ar clus-
ters.

For clusters withn55,7,8,11 our procedure resulted in
lowest energy configurations different from those obtained in
Ref. 27~a!. A variety of isomeric structures on the shallow
potential energy surfaces obviously complicates a search of
minimum energy points for these systems.

The main conclusion of these results is that the DIM
model, with a proper mixing of neutral and ionic states, pro-
vides a reasonable representation of the three-body Ar–H–F
surface.

Unlike the empirical potentials the present surface is not
of a spectroscopic accuracy. However, it is an economical
representation with sufficient accuracy to be well suited for
simulations in large systems. Moreover, the formulation pro-
vides direct insights into the origin of the sources of nonad-
ditivity of interactions. In the present application, where only
a limited range of the surface is of relevance, we have further
simplified the potential by using an analytical form. More
generally, by solving the secular equations at each step of the
numerical integration of equations of motion, this approach
can be used for dynamical computations where nonstationary
points, far from equilibrium configurations are required.
Such applications are presently underway.
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